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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
GRACE -NEW HAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
196 0 - 1961
Preparation of an annual report is a strange combination of pleasure
and drudgery. In an institution of the size and complexity of the Grace -New Haven
Community Hospital, it is difficult to make a report, concise and yet comprehen
sive. Associated with the laborious effort of checking through the details of
operation is an exciting sense of accomplishment, yet we are all so close to the
day-to-day routine operation interspersed with the "daily crisis" that we are apt
to lose sight of the overall progress. I suggest that the reader take time to review
last year's annual report of this hospital and compare with progress outlined this
year. You will probably be as surprised and impressed as I was over our
accomplishments .
As in previous years., this annual report is prepared for the Board of
Directors and the hospital family. It is in detail for the record. A summary is
being prepared for widespread distribution.
PEOPLE
The hospital and the service that it provides to its patients and to the
community can be no better than the individuals who are responsible for this
service. As in any organization, there is inevitable change in personnel due to
retirement, other job opportunities, and development of new programs. Thus,
there have been significant changes in the administrative staff of the hospital dur
ing the past year.
Alfred H. Marshall retired from his position of Director of Public
Relations, which he had held since 1944, and was replaced by Albert P. Freije.
Ugo Caruso, Chief Pharmacist since May^ 1956, left to become Chief Pharmacist
at Fairfax Hospital, Falls Church, Virginia, and was replaced by his associate,
William S. Brown. Alfred Fletcher , Administrative Resident, became Adminis
trative Assistant at the Washington Hospital Center, Washington, D.C. , and was
succeeded by Herbert Paris, a graduate of the Course in. Hospital Administration
at the Medical College of Virginia. Betty Horne, a member of the administrative
staff since 1950, resigned her position as Assistant Director in charge of ambulatory
services to go to Pennsylvania and her responsibilities were assumed by Richard F.
Binnig.
Miss Mabel Martin, associated with the Personnel Department since
1944, retired as Personnel Director and was replaced by William E. Verespy.
Mabel Martin leaves this hospital with the best wishes of everyone. Her interest
in the v/elfare of every individual and her efforts patiently to educate th«= adminis
tration of the hospital in proper management and personnel administration are
gratefully appreciated by us all.
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Several new positions have been created during the past year. Mr.
Robert M. Sloane was added to the staff to assume responsibility for the Depart
ments of Admitting. Credit and Collection. The problems of third-party re
imbursement, relationship of financial evaluation for hospital and professional
care, adequate credit and accounts receivable follow-up, all indicated the
consolidation of these activities under single administrative direction. Mr- Sloane
has been most valuable in the short time he has been here to the administration
of the hospital as well as to his assistants, Helen Bray, Chief Admitting Officer,
and Robert Smith, Special Services Officer.
The monumental task of housekeeping throughout the hospital, which
has taken on increased importance as the hospital continues to increase in size,
was separated from the Maintenance Department and given specific status as the
Department of Building Services under the direction of Mr. Grant L. Berger, who
comes to this hospital after many years of industrial experience.
The hospital has been somewhat laggard in its appreciation of the con
tribution that can be made in application of principles of industrial engineering,
work simplification, and operations research in activities of the hospital. The
post of industrial engineer was created this past year and Mr. Edward H. Burnet,
with experience and training at Ohio State University and in private industry, ha9
been added to the staff.
After 33 years of devoted service to the hospital, proper recognition of
the quantitative and qualitative demands upon Mr. Wallace and the Purchasing
Department have occurred. Mr. Joseph J. Leydon, former Purchasing Agent of
the Stamford Hospital, has been added as Mr. Wallace's associate. A total of
$3,277,000 in supplies purchased, 19,750 requisitions filled during the year, and
more than 3, 000 different items kept in inventory indicate the magnitude of the
job and the need for adequate assistance.
I am always hesitant to single out any specific individual for special
mention or commendation in an annual report. Devoted and competent service is
essentially taken for granted. That is what we are expected to do. However, it
would seem appropriate this year to single out Joseph Milici. His official responsi
bility is that of being the Hospital Barber, but his unofficial responsibility is that
of being the traveling ambassador of good public reflations. Joe Milici's assumption
of responsibility for the two annual American Red Cross Blood Drives in this
hospital is outstanding in the State. The response on the part of donors from the
hospital family can be attributed in large part to the imagination and effort of
Joe Milici and his associates.
CONSTRUCTION
Just as people are the foundation of the qualitative and quantitative service
provided patients and the community, so are adequate equipment and facilities
necessary in order to provide a satisfactory environment in which to work and care
for patients.
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A summary of the construction, renovation, and modernization that
takes place in the Medical Center is a rough measure of the gross change in demand
and practice that continually exists.
The past year has been no different than the previous fifteen years in the
continual dynamic change in the physical plant that has occurred. Of great signifi
cance was the opening of the first phase of the Dana Operating Pavilion on November
13, 1961., This unit, which was made possible through a generous contribution from
Charles A. Dana the Victoria Foundation, funds from the late John Day Jackson,
and the Hill -Burton Program, was started in December I960. Eight new operating
rooms have been completed on the top of the Lauder wing of the Medical School and
the end of the present Farnam Operating Room. Two of these operating rooms are
larger than the conventional major operating rooms and provide the most modern
facilities for cardiovascular surgery and for neurosurgery.
Work is now proceeding on the reconstruction of two of the existing operat
ing rooms in the Farnam suite into a new modern 17 bed recovery room. This will
be followed by the reconstruction and modernization of the rest of the existing suite.
This is a most significant development by which the operating room facilities that
were more than adequate for the institution in 1930, but which had become grossly
inadequate, have now been doubled in size as well as brought up to date to meet
modern day demands.
Another major construction development has been the modernization and
enlargement of diagnostic radiology in both the New Haven and the Memorial Units.
This has included not only new, modern equipment, but has consolidated a number
of the widely scattered, isolated and inefficient radiological units in a central
department. Of particular significance is the construction of a new cardiac diag
nostic unit in the area formerly occupied by the Dental Clinic.
An 8 -bed clinical research unit was reconstructed in the Tompkins 5
annex area, utilizing the Anesthesia offices and seminar rooms. This project was
made possible through a grant from the United States Public Health Service, and for
the first time provides the institution with a research bed unit m which all types of
patients requiring extensive in-patient study may be hospitalized at no expense to
the patient. These research units are made possible through grants from the United
States Public Health Service and are an invaluable contribution to the teaching and
research programs of medical schools throughout the country.
Tompkins 5 was completely renovated and rehabilitated as was Pediatric
Clinic. Tompkins East 4 was changed from a large empty ward into offices and
seminar rooms for the Department of Anesthesiology, and temporary surgical
dressing rooms for surgery.
Other major developments in the Memorial Unit are the reconstruction
of the Assembly Room on the first floor and the start of construction of a sixteen
bed intensive care unit, a twenty-one bed selective care unit, and a thirty-two -bed
surgical unit on the eighth floor. These will be completed in the spring.
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A list of additional projects carried on by the Engineering Department
of the hospital during the past year is impressive. Redecoration of the elevator
lobbies in the Clinic Building on the first, fifth and sixth floors; renovation of the
Sterling Dormitory Lounge; Medical Clinic; reconstruction of the Pediatric Nurs
ing Supervisory offices on the fourth floor of the clinic building were major items.
No one around the hospital, unless closely associated with the Engineer
ing Department, realizes the other major activities that go on behind the scenes,
and that might be regarded as prosaic. Steam lines have been relocated on
Howard Avenue; the lamp posts replaced in front of the New Haven Unit; new hot
water tanks have been installed m the basement, and :.n the laundry; new air and
vacuum compressors installed in the clinic sub -basement, and a new AC electric
sub -station has been installed in the Nev/ Haven Unit. These have been accomplished
along with remodeling of laboratories in the Hunter Building; Clinical Microscopy
and Pathology in the Memorial Unit.
NUMBERS AND DOLLARS
No annual report can be considered complete without quoting of statistics
and of finances. Much of this material will be shown in detail. However, it should
be emphasized that again we find an additional increase in activity in the hospital,
and the trends of increasing cost and increasing amount of service of previous
years continue.
Last year 28,439 patients were admitted. The hospital provided 239,645
days of care. There were 89, 071 visits to the out-patient clinics, and 40, 502
visits to the Emergency Room.
Costs continue to rise in the hospital at approximately the same rate as
in previous years. The per diem cost for general care increased from $39.61 to
$42. 33, an increase of 6. 9%.
The total operating expenses of $10, 303, 491 were matched by $9, 864, 953
net income from patients and $464, 901 from endowment income and other sources
outside of operation. This created a net surplus of $26, 353 which compares with
a budgeted net gain of $13, 840. Such accuracy in the budgeting of a 10 million
dollar operation will probably never occur again! New construction and moderni
zation increased the value of the hospital plant by $735,148 to a total of $14, 583, 319.
There were some very significant and major accomplishments during
this past year in the hospital business and financial areas.
One of the most significant was the action of the Connecticut State
Legislature in revising the hospital reimbursement law originally passed in 1950
to enable the city, town and welfare departments to reimburse hospitals on a
complete and current cost basis. As a result of this legislation, the Hospital
Cost Commission of Connecticut has now established rates of reimbursement for
welfare patients in hospitals that reflect very closely the actual current costs of
care provided these patients This legislation and the reimbursement formulae
are among the best, if not the best of any state in the Union,
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Along with the progress made with the State Legislature and the Hospital
Cost Commission were equally significant developments in resultion of problems
with the City of New Haven. The suit against the City of New Haven was negotiated
on the basis of the City's acceptance of the Hospital Cost Commission rates for
out-patients and the payment of all back bills. In turn, the hospital purchased the
City's interest in the old isolation pavilion and negotiated the termination of the
contract under which the hospital was obligated to take care of the City's contagious
cases for $8. 00 per day.
The hospital also joined with representatives from the Hospital of St.
Raphael, and the Betts' Committee of the Council of Social Agencies in reviewing
the problems of city and community responsibility for the in-patient and out-patient
care of the "medically indigent". This is part of the problem faced by hospitals
in the care of patients who are unable to pay the full cost of hospitalization. The
agreement of welfare agencies to pay complete and current costs for hospitaliza
tion is a major step forward, but is naturally dependent upon a definition as to
what type of patient will fall under the category of welfare responsibility. Defini
tions of "medical indigency" and realistic criteria by which a decision can be made
as to whether or not the welfare agency is responsible for a specific case is essen
tial. If this is not developed realistically, the possibility obviously exists that the
welfare agency will pay complete and current cost for those patients that it assumes
responsibility for, but it will only assume responsibility for a small proportion of
those who cannot pay.
The joint committee of Board representatives of Grace -New Haven
Community Hospital and the Hospital of St. Raphael has spent many hours with
representatives of the City of New Haven Department of Welfare, during the past
year and have reached general agreement on many of these criteria. It is hoped
that, with realistic criteria for assumption of welfare responsibility, and fair and
equitable reimbursement rates, many of the hospital's financial problems will be
resolved during the coming year.
A sensitive barometer as to the adequacy and realism of interpretation
of medical indigency is found in the accounts receivable of the hospital. A steadily
mounting accounts receivable indicates inability of patients to pay. The hospital
obviously must make every effort to see that proper businesslike and follow-up
collection efforts are made and that those patients who can pay, do pay. Very
substantial strides in this direction have been made during the past year by the
addition of personnel in the credit and collection department, the appointment of a
specific individual to work with the welfare departments and the appointment of
Mr. Sloane as the general head of this area. Accounts receivable have decreased
somewhat. Our experience in this regard during the next year will be significant
in judging the results of the negotiations with the City of New Haven.
Connecticut Blue Cross has made a substantial contribution to the hos
pital's accounts receivable picture in their agreement to pay the hospital five times
a month rather than three.
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Hospital costs and rates continue to be a very difficult problem. Hos
pital per diem expenses continue to increase between 5% and 8% a year. This has
been an annual process which we hope to change and stabilize by simplification,
automation, and other aspects of an industrial engineering program. Over 70%
of the hospital's expense dollar is in salaries and wages, and salaries must be
increased to be competitive with the steadily increasing salaries and wages in the
surrounding community.
The Connecticut legislature in its last session increased the minimum
wage from $1. 00 to $1.15 an hour. This necessitated an increase of approximately
$400, 000 a year to establish this minimum wage in the hospital, and to adjust other
wages in comparison with that. In addition to this, regular increases to hospital
employees, and special increases for certain categories in order to retain skilled
personnel or to attract them, resulted in a total increase in salaries and wages in
the hospital for the coming year of approximately $1,000,000.
As with other hospitals, increase in expense -- either because of in
creased supply costs or increased salary costs -- can only be met by passing the
charge on to the patient. Continued efforts are being made to improve efficiency
and economy in the hospital operation, but such major changes in expenses result
ing from wage increases can only be met by increased rates to the patients.
Accordingly, on October 23, 1961, room rates were increased $1.00 for ward;
$2. 00 for semi-private and $3. 00 for private.
MEDICAL STAFF
A major development of last year was the combination of the community
and university medical staffs into one hospital medical staff. This has progressed
most satisfactorily with minimum problems of readjustment* Much of this has
been due to the statesman-like leadership of the Medical Board of the Medical
Staff under the chairmanship of Doctor Courtney C. Bishop.
Members of the Medical Staff are now regular members of a majority
of the committees of the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of the
Hospital, and a major step in the development of communications and public rela
tions between the Medical Staff and the Public Relations Committee of the Board of
Directors was taken at a joint meeting of the two groups in the fall.
Serious consideration has been given over the past year by committees
of the Medical Board and Medical Staff, as well as the Medical Committee of the
Board of Directors onthe future size of the hospital, and its implications regard
ing staff membership. A development of policy on the part of the Board of Directors
and the Medical Staff in this regard is appropriate and is anticipated to be forth
coming during the next spring.
Two significant developments concerning the ambulatory services of the
hospital took place during the past year. The Professional Policy Committee of
the Medical Board, comprising the chiefs of the many specialty clinics in the Out
patient Department, strongly recommends that there be appointed a Medical
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Director of Ambulatory Services for the Medical Center. At the same time,
they urged that the position of Medical Coordinator for the emergency services
be continued and strengthened. Doctor Lang don Hooper was the Medical Co
ordinator for emergency services from January to June and was succeeded by
Doctor Herbert R. Edwards. The Hospital and the Medical School have accepted
the recommendation that there be a Medical Director of Ambulatory Services of
the Medical Center, and it is expected that this appointment will be made shortly,
and the individual assume this responsibility during the coming year.
This appointment is very important to the Medical School and to the
Hospital. The clinics have grown like topsy - - dependent upon individual inter
ests and growth of new specialties. The relation to each other and to the commun
ity is variable, and while the professional care to the individual patients has been
most satisfactory, the overall patient service has left much to be desired. There
is also developing a very substantial shift from patients unable to pay for profes
sional and hospital care to those who have this ability either through their own
resources or through third-party payments. The administrative, professional,
and structural changes necessary to accommodate these changing social and
economic patterns require study, professional direction and adjustment.
Another area that has received special attention during the past year
has been that of Inhalation Therapy. This department is growing quantitatively
and qualitatively under the direction of Doctor Donald F. Egan, who joined the
staff on April 3, 1961. Other significant changes in the Medical Staff have been
that of Doctor Frederick Redlich assuming responsibility of Psychiatrist-in- Chief
of the hospital, replacing Doctoi Theodore Lidz. Doctor Marvin L. Sears was
appointed the first full-time Chief of Ophthalmology of the University Service,
replacing Doctor Rocko Fasanella. The Department, of Ear, Nose and Throat was
strengthened by the addition of Doctor David Hilding, full-time Associate to Doctor
Kirchner- Doctor Carl V. Granger was appointed a full-time Associate to Doctor
Robcliff V. Jones in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation.
The hospital made a substantial change in its reimbursement, of resident
staff on July 1, 1961. Stipends of all assistant residents and residents were in
creased to $500. 00 a year, in addition to putting all resident staff on cash in lieu
of maintenance.
NURSING
The hospital continually faces a quantitative shortage of nursing personnel.
The budget for graduate nurses for bedside care always provides for more graduate
nurses than can be obtained. This experience is, of course, not unique with this
Medical Center, but is found throughout the country. Part of the answer to the
graduate nurse shortage is the employment of greater numbers of nurses' aides
and licensed practical nurses. This assists to a certain extent, but there con
tinues the problem of graduate nurses being spread thin and overworked.
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It is a matter of rather remarkable accomplishment however, that, with
very rare exceptions has there been any limitation of patient admissions because
of nursing shortages. Sincere appreciation is extended to the Nursing Department
for its work.
In addition to increased salaries, providing for ancillary personnel to
relieve the graduate nurse, and assumption of non-nursing duties by other depart
ments, the obvious solution is the supplying of more graduate nurses. The two
nursing schools, the Grace-New Haven School of Nursing, and the University of
Connecticut School of Nursing, have been of substantial assistance to the hospital
in this regard. As a result of support from the Women's Auxiliary, graduates of
the two programs were offered tuition grants, after completion of one year of em
ployment, of $300, 00 each. This has resulted in a substantially higher percentage
of graduates, not only signing up for the year following graduation, but staying
on the subsequent year.
The Grace -New Haven School of Nursing continues to grow in prestige
and popularity. It was reaccredited by the National League for Nursing during the
past year, and, despite an increase in tuition in an effort partially to approach the
net expense for educating student nurses, over 300 applications were received for
the September, 1961 Class, and 74 were admitted.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board of Directors made a revolutionary change in its organization
and philosophy during the past year. Recognition of the problem of a very large
board meeting five times a year, but having a small Executive Committee assume
most of the responsibility for the hospital, resulted in a decision to decrease the
size of the Board to approximately eighteen plus officers. This change is occurring
over a three year period, and necessitates the election of approximately six Board
members each year, as contrasted to about thirty. The smaller board will function
through monthly meetings with a small Executive Committee for emergency action.
The remaining members of the Board have been reorganized into an
Advisory Board of the Hospital and it is hoped to have them serve as a nucleus for
a larger group of associates that may function as representatives of the community
as well as friends of the hospital.
WOMEN'S AUXILIARY
The Women's Auxiliary continues to function as one of the best of such
organizations in the country. Their liaison with the administration of the hospital
and the Board is excellent, and their imagination, interest an the institution and
knowledge of its affairs are most gratifying. Their assumption during the past
two years of the tuition grants to the graduating seniors has been invaluable in
recruitment. Their material contribution to the hospital since their organization
in 1952 has been $125, 529- 00.
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In recognition of the contribution of the Women's Auxiliary, the Board
of Directors of the Hospital agreed to a change in the by-laws of the Women's
Auxiliary so that they can now be changed without approval or endorsement from
the Hospital Board.
YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL
The relationships between the Medical School and the Hospital continue
to become more intimate, complex, involved, and friendly. Continued efforts are
being made to resolve individual financial transactions between the Medical School
and the hospital on the basis of principle and formal agreement. Major develop
ments during the past year have been in the formalization of agreements regarding
electroencephalographic laboratory, surgical and autopsy pathology, and financing
for the resident staff.
The Dean and the Executive Director of the Hospital have explored the
principles of administrative and financial relationships between the Medical School
and the Hospital, and consideration will be given during the coming year to hope
fully define some of these principles in greater detail. Major assistance in this
regard was the Sixth Annual D. Spencer Berger Lecture delivered on October 27,
1961 by Doctor Russell A. Nelson, Director of the Johns Hopkins Hospital. Doctor
Nelson's subject on "Town and Gown in Medicine" was very apropos and helpful.
The Hospital has been deeply interested in the reorganization and expan
sion of the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health of the Medical School.
Its faculty members are closely related to many of the administrative and patient
care activities of the hospital. Particular mention should be made of the appoint
ment of Doctor Isidore J. Falk, Professor of Medical Care in the Department of
Epidemiology and Public Health, and of the replacement of George Buis as Director
of the Course in Hospital Administration by John Thompson.
Members of the administrative staff of the hospital are very active in
the training program of the Course in Hospital Administration and in addition to
their academic interests have a purely selfish interest, inasmuch as so many of
the postgraduates have become members of our administrative staff.
The strengthening of this program, and the addition to the faculty of
Miss Barbara Lee, a graduate of the Course in 1953, and the educational and re
search activities of Mr. Thompson and Miss Lee, involving the hospital, make
this program very close to the hospital.
Doctor Anthony M-M Payne is a worthy successor as Department Chair
man to Ira Hiscock. The latter's contributions to the Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health is acknowledged with sincere appreciation, and we in the
Medical Center are delighted with his continuing interest and the knowledge that
he is still available for assistance and consultation.
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MASTER PLAN
Perhaps the most significant development during the past year has been
the recognition and implementation of our planning for the future. The archi
tectural firm of E. Todd Wheeler and Perkins and Will has been retained by
the University and the Hospital to develop complete schematic plans of the entire
Medical Center. These will be completed by July, 1962.
Planning during the past year has resulted in agreement to develop
three main components on the New Haven block. This will be a building for
ambulatory care in which will eventually be consolidated the clinics and the private
patient facilities of the full-time faculty, a building for clinical investigation, which
will provide for expanded teaching and research space for the Medical School,
and a new hospital tower that eventually will replace the bed facilities in Tompkins
and Fitkin.
These three major components with the associated internal reconstruction
and reorganization and renovation will undoubtedly extend over a ten year period.
A major activity of the University, the Hospital, and the Medical Staff during this
year will be to develop the immediate and long-range plans, and organize a program
by which they can be effected.
Tied in with the physical development on the New Haven block must of
necessity be consideration of a much broader program of regional development
of the surrounding area. This will be carried out in association with the City
Plan Commission and Urban Redevelopment Program for the City of New Haven.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
During the last fiscal year the energies of the Office of Program Develop
ment were directed toward the completion of three major projects, and resulted in
the receipt of $576,126.68 through the Progress Fund and the Yale-New Haven
Medical Center.
By early spring of 1961, enough had been obtained through gifts and a
Hill-Burton grant to permit the expansion and improvement of the Memorial Unit.
This includes the addition of 69 beds and the new Intensive Care Area on the 8th
floor. Work is scheduled for completion by July 196 2.
In mid -summer of 1961 a grant was received from the John A. Hartford
Foundation, Inc. of New York City in the amount of $156, 767. This gift gave
assurance that the conversion of our diagnostic, radiology section to three-phase
power; and its equipment with the most modern radiological devices could be begun.
Later in the year a $150, 000 grant from the Fannie E. Rippel Foundation of Newark,
New Jersey, together with gifts from individuals, corporations, and the New Haven
Foundation, made it possible to order all necessary equipment.
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The John A. Hartford Cardiovascular Suite will be ready for occupancy
in February 1962, and the entire undertaking is scheduled for completion by
October 1.
On October 16, 1961, the new $700,000 Dana Operating Pavilion, re
ferred to earlier in this report, was dedicated. Mr. Charles A. Dana's gift of
$350,000, which was made in 1959, and contributions from the Victoria Founda
tion and Mr. John Day Jackson have combined to create the country's most modern
operating suite.
THE COMING YEAR
The farther one attempts to look into the future, the more cloudy appears
the crystal ball. During the coming year, it is safe to predict that costs will
gradually, but steadily, increase, This is a trend that has been evident for the
past twenty years, and there is little to no evidence that the same forces will not
continue to apply. Income from self-pay patients and from third-party agencies
will in all likelihood keep pace with the increased expense. The major problem
for the hospital will be that of the "medically indigent". It is to be hoped that the
negotiations during the past year with the City of New Haven can be extended to
the surrounding towns and that the definition for medical indigency will be real
istically implemented. The proof of this can be determined only by the degree
that the hospital can shift the burden for the care of the indigency from overcharges
to private paying patients and have this responsibility assumed by the community
at large -- particularly the tax-supported agencies. Careful studies will be made
of this during the coming year, and close liaison will be maintained with the City
of New Haven and the surrounding towns in this regard.
Of equal importance to the hospital and the medical school will be the
final development of the Master Plan for the Yale -New Haven Medical Center
with clarification and understanding of the objectives of the hospital and the
medical school in their relationships with each other and with the community.
The long-range objectives along with the immediate requirements must be spelled
out in sufficient detail so that an orderly progression for meeting these needs can
be developed and implemented. Additional space is an urgent requirement of both
the Hospital and the Medical School, and although every department can illustrate
impairment of function and limitation of program because of lack of space, par
ticular attention must be given to the desperate needs of the Record Room and
the Pharmacy if adequate service to the entire Medical Center is to be maintained
at even a minimal level.
The past year has been one of substantial progress. The coming year
may prove to be even more exciting in its clarification of the way of the future.
Albert W. Snoke, M.D.
Executive Director
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GRACE -NEW HAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
New Haven, Connecticut
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
For The Years Ended September 30, 1961 and I960
1961 I960
-'^Patients in hospital at beginning of year
Patients admitted during the year
Patients cared for during the year
Patients discharged during the year
Patients in hospital at end of year
Patient days
Average length of patients' stay
Average daily patient census
Clinic visits
Emergency service visits
Still births
Deaths
Autopsies
Operations
Recovery Room cases
Deliveries
Anesthesias rendered
Radiology examinations
Radiology treatments
Laboratory examinations
Physical Therapy treatments
Electrocardiology examinations
Electroencephalography examinations
Prescriptions filled
Meals served
Laundry processed (pounds)
659 613
28,439 27, 973
29,098 28, 586
28,525 27, 927
573 659
239,645 237, 577
8.4 8. 5
657 651
89,071 93, 584
40,804 40,872
69 76
890 943
612 595
11,617 11,837
9,282 7,497
5,525 5, 168
14,273 13,925
57,660 55, 166
8, 560 8, 923
448,865 375, 249
21,002 21, 319
10,840 8,864
1,668 1,617
123,022 120,610
933,919 969, 153
5, 763,215 5, 398,618
(Patient Statistics include Nurseries and Yale Psychiatric Institute)
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GRACE -NEW HAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
New Haven, Connecticut
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS (continuation)
For Years Ended September 30, 1961 and I960
ADMISSIONS
Private
Semi-private
Ward
Newborn
Yale Psychiatric Institute
Total All Patients
196] I960
3,737 3, 532
15,263 14,873
4,250 4,464
5, 172 5,093
17 11
28,439 27,973
DISCHARGES
Adults
Gynecology
Obstetrics
Psychiatry (Tompkins)
Psychiatry (Yale Psychiatric Institute)
Radiology
Medicine
Surgery - Cardiovascular
Dental
Neurosurgery
Ophthalmology
Orthopoedic
Otorhinolaryngology
Plastic
Thoracic
Urological
General
Total Adults
2, 350 2: 302
5, 503 5 438
151 128
22 18
38 32
4,086 4. , HI
422 374
191 141
557 541
56 2 508
1,020 986
558 613
139 125
26 5 266
1, 172 1 ,032
3,46 3 3 , 371
20,499 19 ,986
Children
Medical
Surgical
Newborn
Total Children
Normal
Premature
Total Newborn
Total All Patients
1, 305 1, 114
1,645 1,770
2,950 2,884
4,710 4,789
366 268
5,076 5,057
28,525 27, 927
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GRACE -NEW HAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
New Haven, Connecticut
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS (continuation)
For Years Ended September 30, 1961 and 1960
PATIENT DAYS
Private
Semi -private
Ward
Newborn
Yale Psychiatric Institute
Total All Patients
_196l
37,716
118,051
43, 121
26,495
14,26 2
239,645
I960
35, 064
114,811
47, 547
25,851
14, 304
237, 577
Adults
Gynecology
Obstetrics
Psychiatry (Tompkins)
Psychiatry (Yale Psychiatric Institute)
Radiology
Medicine
Surgery - Cardiovascular
Dental
Neurosurgery
Ophthalmology
Orthopoedic
Otorhinolaryngqlogy
Plastic
Thoracic
Urological
General
Total Adults
13,655 12, 103
25, 356 25,841
8,235 5,444
14,26 2 14, 304
321 390
47, 36 5 50, 225
5,808 7, 332
529 445
7,519 7,443
4,056 3,432
15, 308 14,821
3, 131 3,860
1,252 1,046
3,271 3, 230
12, 106 11, 313
31,818 30, 891
193,992 192, 120
Children
Medical
Surgical
Total Children
9,635
9, 523
19, 158
9, 378
10, 228
19,606
Newborn
Normal
Premature
Total Newborn
Total All Patients
21,000 22: 080
5,495 3, 771
26,495 25, 851
239,645 237, 577
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OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT
Clinic Visits
Year Ended September 30
1961 I960
Medicine
General
Allergy ............
Arthritis .........
Cardiac ...........
Cardiopulmonary ......
Dermatology ........
Gastrointestinal .......
Hematology ........
Liver . . .
Metabolism .........
Metabolism iG) .
Neurology ...........
Neurology Follow-up . . . .
Pyelonephritis .......
Physical Medicine .....
Special Medical .......
Winchester (Tuberculosis) .
Total
Surgery
General ...........
Cardiovascular .......
Chemotherapy ........
Chest Surgery .......
Dental .............
Minor Surgery . . . . . . . ,
Sigmoidoscopy ........
Neurosurgery .......
Ophthalmology
General . . . .
Beta Radiation . . . . .
Corneal ........
Farnam Out -Patient . .
Flicker Fields ......
Glaucoma .......
Minor Surgery &: Fields
Optical Aids .....
6.988 9, 135
1,937 2,022
590 682
724 680
818 866
4, 142 4, 551
1, 295 1,296
596 573
155 129
1,819 1, 783
26 2 364
759 690
847 953
161 190
290 382
225 254
2, 283 2, 112
23, 891
5, 210
843
237
4, 539
795
201
423
4,611
65
11
2.i
230
451
102
26,662
5, 561
111
4
221
4,618
440
392
4,274
63
70
24
205
412
87
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Year Ended September 30
1961 1960^
Surgery (Cont. )
Orthoptic ..................
Photography ... ..........
Refraction .................
Retinal Detachment .............
Strabismus ............... . .
Orthopaedic .
Hand ........................
Otolaryngology
General ....................
Audio .....................
Hearing & Speech ...............
Plastic Surgery ..................
Physical Medicine (Polio) .............
Tumor, Hunter ..................
Tumor, Combined .................
Urology .......................
Tumor ......... ..........
Total
Obstetrics and Gynecology
General -Prenatal .................
General-Postpartum ...............
Gynecology ....................
Gynecology-Tumor ................
Infertility rk Endocrine ..............
Medical Complications
Obstetrical Complications ............
Psychiatric Consultations .............
Resident's Clinic -Prenatal ............
Resident's Clinic -Postpartum .
Total 12,170 12,998
Pediatrics
General ....................... 3,974 4,340
Allergy ....................... 1,278 1,714
Cardiac 2,474 1,502
Adolescent Cardiac ................ 252 159
Cardiac Catheterization . 34 26
Chest ....................... 422 358
1, 179 1,077
130 140
1,839 2, 169
26 -
767 852
4, 101 4, 781
500 334
4, 280 4,445
207 242
1, 935 2, 116
478 56 5
242 272
309 530
430 147
2,085 2, 135
80 59
36, 329 36, 735
7,061 6,924
828 842
2,576 2,819
531 538
- 117
421 6 04
247 26 3
- 3
504 873
2 15
■21-
1961 I960
Pediatrics (Cont.)
Child Care ..........
Emergency Room Follow-up
Hematology .........
Metabolism .........
Neurology ..........
Premature .........
Sweat Test Service .....
Total 11,113 10,912
Psychiatric Total .................. 5,568 6,277
GRAND TOTAL 89,071 93,584
142 113
439 800
444 4 34
886 807
587 493
78 80
103 106
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GRACE -NEW HAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
New Haven, Connecticut
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
For Years ended September 30, 1961 and I960
1961 I960
INCOME FROM PATIENTS
In-Patients-
Private . ............... $1,945,751 $1,614,196
Semi-Private 4,882,457 4,239,477
Ward ................. 1,808,204 1,800,164
Maternity .............. 1,092,392 1,023,416
Newborn ............... 322, 216 255, 286
Total-In-Patients ........ 10,051,020 8,932,539
Out-Patients 1, 352,840 1,222,663
Total Gross Income ....... 11.403,860 10, 155,202
Less Income Deductions:
Allowances ............. 1,162,295 813,915
Provision For Bad Debts . . .... 376,622 416, 764
Total Income Deductions 1, 538, 917 1,230,679
TOTAL NET INCOME ...... 9,864, 943 8, 924, 523
OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and Supplies ........... 9,618,151 8,999,962
Depreciation ................ 602,798 582,591
Interest . 82,542 86, 379
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 10, 303,491 9,668, 932
OPERATING LOSS 438, 548 744,409
NON -OPERATING INCOME
Endowment Income ............
Yale University Appropriation ......
United Fund Grant .............
State of Connecticut:
General Appropriation ........
Clinic Appropriations .........
Other .
_
Total 507,159 524,790
Less Non-Operating Expenses ....... 42, 258 32, 671
NET NON -OPERATING INCOME . . 464,901 492,119
228,274 220,404
96,234 90,827
52,745 52, 332
8,500 10, 000
50,900 50, 760
70, 506 100,467
NET GAIN OR (LOSS) $ 26,353 $ (252,290)
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GRACE -NEW HAVEN
New Haven,
BALANCE
As of September
ASSETS
GENERAL FUNDS.
Cash ......... .........................
Accounts receivable (Net)
Inventories ........ ....................
Prepaid expenses ......................
Due from Endowment Funds ............
1961
325, 177
2,476, 578
449, 701
28,831
16,997
I960
170, 96 7
1,933,977
406, 125
36, 709
-0-
TOTAL GENERAL FUNDS 3, 297,284 $ 2, 547, 778
ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS
Cash .........................
Investments ...................
Land, buildings and equipment . .
Due from General Funds ........
214, 827
9, 712, 992
849, 148
-0-
$ 145,333
9, 761, 06 2
849, 148
72, 871
TOTAL ENDOWMENT & SPECIAL FUNDS
PLANT FUNDS-
Land, buildings and equipment (Net) ........
Construction in progress ..................
TOTAL PLANT FUNDS
$10,776,967 $10,828,414
$13,669, 226
914,094
$13, 539,654
395, 559
$14, 583, 320 $13,935,213
GROSS TOTAL ALL FUNDS
Less inter -fund accounts . . .
$28,657, 571
16, 997
$27, 311,405
72,871
NET TOTAL ALL FUNDS $28,640,574 $27,238,534
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COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
Connecticut
SHEET
30, 1961 and I960
LIABILITIES, CAPITAL AND PRINCIPAL OF FUNDS
GENERAL FUNDS: 1961 I960
Accounts payable .........$ 504,189 $ 352,338
Accured expenses .......................... 128, 26 1 99,101
Deferred income .......................... . 129,286 110,710
Special purpose funds .................. .... 214, 023 47, 378
Due to Endowment Funds -0- 72, 871
Working capital 2,321,525 1,865,380
TOTAL GENERAL FUNDS $3,297,284 $2,547,778
ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS:
Principal of Funds
Free Bed ...... $ 2, 302, 766 $ 2, 260, 917
Restricted and non -expendable 1,771,606 2,039,126
Unrestricted................ 453,316 459,751
William Wirt Winchester ........ 6,232,282 6,068,620
Due to General Funds ....................... 16, 997 -0-
TOTAL ENDOWMENT & SPECIAL FUNDS $10, 776, 967 $10,828,414
PLANT FUNDS:
Mortgages payable ........... . $ 1,793,484 $ 1,880,526
Capital invested in property & equipment .... 12, 789, 836 12, 054, 687
TOTAL PLANT FUNDS $14, 583, 320 $13, 935,213
GROSS TOTAL ALL FUNDS: $28,657,571 $27,311,405
Less inter -fund accounts 16 , 997 72,871
NET TOTAL ALL FUNDS $28,640,574 $27,238,534
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GRACE -NEW HAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MEDICAL STAFF
September 30, 1961
Courtney C. Bishop,
Chairman
Paul B. Beeson,
Vice -Chairman
C. Lee Buxton
Theodore S. Evans
Joseph A. Fiorito
Chief of Staff
Courtney C. Bishop
Medical Board
Nicholas M. Greene
Benedict R. Harris
Morton M. Kligerman
Theodore Lidz
Averill A. Liebow
Gustaf E. Lindskog
Vernon W. Lippard
Nelson K. Ordway
Arnold B. Rilance
David Seligson
Herbert R. Sleeper
Albert W. Snoke
Edward T. Wakeman
President
Arnold B. Rilance
Elected Officers
Secretary
Isao Hirata, Jr,
Past President
Samuel D. Kushlan
Nicholas M. Greene
DEPARTMENT OF ANESTHESIOLOGY
Chief of Anesthesiology
Nicholas M. Greene
Assistant Chief of Anesthesiology
Frederick W. Hehre
Attending
Frederick W. Hehre
* Frances J. Mackay
Daniel C. Weaver
on leave of absence
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Assistant Attending
H. Arto Abrahamian
Michael Carr
Demetrios B. Kalas
H. Padmanabhan
Associate
Ann Z. Moyes
Clinical Assistant
* Kurt F. Schmidt
Roy B. Sherman
* Robert L. Willenkin
Michel Wugmeister
DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL LABORATORIES
Joseph R. Bove
Philip K. Bondy
Joseph R. Bove
Louis Brahen
Director of Blood Bank
Joseph R. Bove
Pauline M. Hald, B, A.
Chief of Clinical Laboratories
David Seligson
Assistant Chiefs ofClinical Laboratories
Attending
Franklin H. Epstein
-■-Stuart C. Finch
Louis Brahen
Walter Herrmann
Gerald Klatskin
David Seligson
Director of Clinical Microscopy
Louis Brahen
Professional Staff
Leanor D. Haley, Ph.D.
* on leave of absence
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DEPARTMENT OF DENTISTRY
Chief of Dentistry
Herbert R. Sleeper
Assistant Chief of Dentistry
Morton J. Loeb
Wilbur D. Johnston
Consulting
Abraham B. Rosoff
Augustine L. Cavallaro
William R. Dunleavy
Terry E. Hiltunen
Donald F. Johnston
Attending
Wilbur D. Johnston
William A. Kirschner
Walter S. Langs ton
William M. Lawrence
John B. Noll
James P. Pigott
Martin A. Rothman
Herbert R. Sleeper
Howard W. Smith
Salvatore J. Esposito
Newton E. Faulkner
Philip S. Gordon
Peter Iaccarino
Assistant Attending
Bernard Levine
Milton Lisansky
George M. Montano
James A, Piccolo
David Stamm
Herman B. Tenin
John B. Weimer
Associate
Samuel C. Rockoff
Louis M. Cantor
**Benjamin Ciola
Alan J. Feierstein
Dentist to the Outpatient Department
Aaron R. Hertz
Elliott. S. Perlman
^Gerald St. Marie
**Jerome M. Serling
David S. Topazian
** also member of Courtesy Staff
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DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
Chief, University Division
Paul B, Beeson
Chief, Community Division
Benedict R. Harris
Assistant Chief, University Division
Gerald Klatskm
Assistant Chief, Community Division
Arthur J. Geiger
George Blumer
A. Bliss Dayton
Honorary
Ira V. Hiscock Orville F. Rogers
Wilder Tileston
O. Joseph Bizzozero
Howard S. Colwell
Norman L. Cressy
Nicholas D. D'Esopo
(Pulmonary)
Herbert R. Edwards
(Pulmonary)
Harold L. Ehrenkrantz
(Pulmonary)
Consulting
John S. Hathaway
Kirby Howlett, Jr,
JohnC. Leonard
Harold M. Marvin
Louis H. Nahum
John B, O'Connor
John R. Paul
William H. Resnik
Walter I. Russell
Marvin M. Scarbrough
Robert F. Scholl
Max Smirnow
Frederick C Warring, Jr,
Arnold D. Welch
(Pharmacology)
Emeritus
Albert L, Hendricks Otto Willner
Jack J. Albom
(Dermatology)
Paul B. Beeson
Philip K. Bondy
Hyman A. Chernoff
Anthony P. Cipriano
Gideon K. deForest
Joseph N. D'Esopo
Hugh L. Dwyer, Jr.
Franklin H. Epstein
Theodore S. Evans
^Stuart G, Finch
Arthur J, Geiger
Gilbert H. Glaser
Allan V. No Goodyer
Attending
Frank D. Gray, Jr.,
Frieda G. Gray
Barnett Greenhouse
Benedict R. Harris
Jesse S. Harris
Martin Heinemann
Thomas F. Hines
Robcliff V, Jones, Jr,
Robert H. Jordan
Harvey W. Kaetz
Bernard L, Kartin
Gerald Klatskin
Samuel D. Kushlan
Paul H. Lavietes
Aaron B. Lerner
(Dermatology)
Herbert D. Lewis
Sidney Licht
(Physical Medicine)
Joseph Mignone
Allan K. Poole
Arnold B. Rilance
Bernhard A. Rogowski
(Neurology)
David Seligson
Samuel Spinner
Howard M. Spiro
William E. Swift, Jr.
William F. VanEck
Robert M. White
,; on leave of absence
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Assistant Attending
Elisabeth C, Adams
Thomas T. Amatruda
Harold S. Appell
(Dermatology)
Elisha Atkins
Joseph R. Bove
Massimo Calabresi
Frank M. Castiglione
(Dermatology)
Allen Chetrick
George L. Cohn
Harold O. Conn
Charles L. Corradmo
Arthur Ebbert, Jr.
S, Michael Erba
Albert S. Field, Jr.
Lawrence R, Freedman
Martin E. Gordon
Robert S. Gordon
Carl V. Granger
(Physical Medicine)
Harold G. Higgins
James W. HoUingsworth
Kenneth G. Johnson
Marguerite R. Lerner
(Dermatology)
Lewis L, Levy
(Neurology)
Marvin Lillian
Seymour R. Lipsky
Louis R. Mattie
Joseph S McGuire
J, Wister Meigs
John C. Moench
(Neurology^
Walter S, Morgan
Patrick J. Mulrow
Pasquale A. Piccolo
James A. Riley
Oscar Roth
Edward H. Scherr
Harry Sigel
(Dermatology)
Gustave Sirot
(Dermatology)
Morgan Y, Swirsky
Alexander B, Timm, Jr.
(Dermatology)
Robert P. Zanes, Jr.
Associate
Denis M. Abelson
Albert W. Barile
Hyman B. Birnbaum
Murray N. Brodoff
Paul Calabresi
L. E. H. Celentano
Bradford S. Colwell
Albert H, Dolinsky
Ronald Fishman
Samuel J. Goldberg
Donald P. Granger
H, Robert Greenhouse
Morris Hankin
Don C . Higgins
Howard Levitin
Herbert A. Lubs, Jr.
Robert W. McCollum, Jr.
John C. McLaughlin
Saul S. Milles
James C. Neiderman
Pasquale E. Perillie
George J, Piazza
Mariano L. Riccitelli
Alan A, Rozen
Arthur A. Rubin
C. Seaver Smith
Frederick F„ Smith
Harriet Sullivan
Raymond W. Thayer
Marvin P. Zimmerman
Physicians to the Outpatient Department
Frank K. Abbot
William H. Baird
David Beck
Paul Beres
Max Caplan
Silvio J. Caserta
Milton Cooper
Vincent A. DeLuca, Jr,
Stephen H. Deschamps
Gunnar O. Eng
John W. Ewell
Jack J„ Falsone
Saul M. Feldman
Marvin I. Fox
Edmund C„ Gaulden
James M, Grant
Sanford W. Harvey
(Physical Medicine)
William A, Hoffman
Dorothy R, HoUingsworth
Carl A. Jaeger
Herman L, Kamenetz
(Physical Medicine)
George T. Kiss
Rudolph V,. LaMotta
Thomas D. Lenci
Harvey N„ Mandell
Nicholas Milazzo
(Cardiopulmonary)
"Henry S. Milone
Abbott A, Newman
Robert G. Nims
James T. Nixon
Haskell M. Rosenbaum
(Dermatology)
S. J. E. Ryan
Harold W. Schell
Raphael D. Schwartz
Morris J. Seide
Richard J. Sekerak
Eugene Sillman
Franklin H. Streitfeld
Fred F. Tirella
Jolyon S. Tucker
(Neurology)
Howard J. Wetstone
Benjamin V. White
Charles R. Williams
Alfred W. Wolfsohn
also member of Courtesy Staff -30
Clinical Assistant
AndrewS. Anastasio, D S.C
Anthony Buemi, Pod. D.
James Cavallaro, D.S.C.
Donald F. Egan
(Inhalation Therapy)
Professional Staff
HaroldS. Diamond, Pod D.
Raymond Feldman, Pod. D.
Philip Fightlin, D.S.C.
INHALATION THERAPY
Director
Milton Krantz, D.S.C.
Stanford Rudnick, D.S.C
Anthony Vitale, D.S.C.
Donald F. Egan
PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
Director
Robcliff V. Jones, Jr.
Associate Director
Carl V. Granger
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Chief, University Division
C . Lee Buxton
Maurice F. Beauchamp
Max L. Berlowe
C, Lee Buxton
Charles B. Cheney
Arthur J. Connolly
Clarence D. Davis
William C. Billings
Bernard L. Conte
Milton S. Godfried
Walter Herrmann
Chief, Community Division
Joseph A. Fiorito
Honorary
Herbert Thorns
Attending
Jachin B. Davis
Joseph A. Fiorito
Joseph B. Forman
Irving Friedman
John C. Haley
Orvan W. Hess
Carl E. Johnson
Assistant Attending
Gabriel Ingenito
Emil D. Karlovsky
Florence Keller
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Gerald Krosnick
Frank E. Lach
J. McLean Morris
(Gynecology)
Luther K. Musselman
Arthur G. Wilkinson
David J. Kreis
Stanley R. Lavietes
Luigi Mastroianni, Jr.
Virginia M. Stuermer
Associate
Marrianne A. Beatrice
Suzanne H. Conrad
Stewart J. Petrie
Milton R. Hales
Peter B. Hukill
Averill A. Liebow
W. Robert Adams
Fred Gibson
Clinical Assistant
Gilles D. Hurteau
Physicians to the Outpatient Department
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
Chief of Pathology
Averill A. Liebow
Consulting
Harry S. N. Greene
Attending
Elias E. Manuelidis
William B. McAllister
Assistant Attending
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
Paul E. Molumphy
Stanley R. Zerne
Stefanie Z. Roth
J. Haskell Milstone
David Seligson
Levin L. Waters
Louis Brahen
Chief, University Division
Nelson K. Ordway
Chief, Community Division
Edward T. "Wakeman
Edith B. Jackson
Assistant Chief, Community Division
William Glaser
Honorary
Consulting
Grover F. Powers
Louis Spekter Herman Yannet
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Attending
Frederick M. Blodgett
Paul L. Boisvert
Ira K. Brandt
David H Clement
Charles S Culotta
William Glaser
Morris Goldstein
Paul S. Goldstein
Elizabeth R„ Harrison
Maurice M. Hillman
Dorothy M. Horstmann
Morris Y, Kro snick
Vernon W Lippard
Paul F. McAlenney
Nelson K. Ordway
Sally A. Provence
Robert Salinger
Charles F. Scholhamer
Milton J. E. Senn
Albert J. Solnit
Carter Stilson
Vivian Tappan
Edward T. Wakeman
Joseph Weiner
Morris Wessel
Ruth Whittemore
William R. Wilson
Harrison F. Wood
Assistant Attending
Francis J, Albis
Michael D. Albis
Merrill A, Baratz
Harold D, Bornstein, Jr.
Marie J, Browne
Raymond S. Duff
Harry L. Filer, Jr.
Howard D. Fink
Ira W. Gabrielson
Richard H. Granger
George W Greenman
Sidney Hurwitz
Robert G. LaCamera
Allen C. Mermann
Lawrence I. Michel
John B. Morrison
Robert F. Newton
Victor Szanton
Norman S. Talner
Francis W. Westneat
Associate
Harry C . Conte
Peter R. Cunningham
Herbert Goldenring
Louis Gluck
Frank L. Gruskay
William D. Irving
Leonard S. Krassner
William E. Lattanzi
Melvin Lewis
Daniel J. Lion
Mahmood Mirkhani
Cecilia A. Narowski
Anthony V. Piccirillo
Joseph P. Rossi
Richard L. Shelling
Carlos B. Zilveti
Clinical Assistant
Joan L. Caddell
Physicians to the Outpatient Department
Albert S. Beasley
William R. Breg, Jr,
Spencer F. Brown
Paul R. Bruch
Helen M. Caffey
Jean G. Cornwell
Joyce V. Deutsch
Thomas F. Draper
Marjorie M. Fouts
Arline J. Grant
Daniel F. Harvey
H. Anne Hughes
Thomas R. Huleatt
Robert C. Joy
Martin F. Randolph
Elsie M. Tytla
Norman Weinstein
Professional Staff
Ethelyn H. Klatskin, Ph.D.
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DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
Chief of Psychiatry
Sidney Berman
Eugenia S, Cameron
Norman A. Cameron
Jules V. Coleman
William B. Curtis
Felice M. Emery
Louis B. Fierman
Stephen Fleck
Daniel X. Freedman
Theodore Lidz
Assistant Chief of Psychiatry
Stephen Fleck
Consulting
Wilfred Bloomberg
Attending
Helen R. Gilmore
Samuel P. Hunt
Paul E. Kaunitz
Stanley A. Leavy
Theodore Lidz
Hans W. Loewald
Seymour L. Lustman
Richard Newman
Maxwell Pasternak
William L. Pious
Everett S. Rademacher
Frederick C. Redlich
Samuel Ritvo
Bernhard A. Rogowski
Albert J. Solnit
Bryant M. Wedge
Henry Wexler
Lane Ameen
Robert L. Arnstein
Irving N. Baer
John M. Bellis
Roger H. Dennett
Thomas P. Detre
Paul Errera
Assistant Attending
Charles W. Gardner, Jr.
Walter W. Igersheimer
Jay Katz
James A. Kleeman
Nathaniel J. London
Henry E. Payson
Ellis A. Perlswig
Martin L. Pilot
John P. Plunkett
Clarence R. Rubenstein
Herbert S. Sacks
Daniel P. Schwartz
Edwin C. Severinghaus
Jane Wilkinson
Edwin C. Wood
Associate
Edward S. Fleming
Buel K. Grow
David R. Kessler
Melvin Lewis
Edward M. Ornitz
Max Pepper
Robert H. Peters, Jr.
William B. Rich
Morton H. Silberstein
Robert Turfboer
Leo Berman
George Hughes
Mildred H. January
Physicians to the Outpatient Department
Richard Karpe
John D. Marshall, Jr.
Louis J. Micheels
Richard J. Newman
J. Rhinehart
Isadore Schnap
Rebecca Z. Solomon
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Professional Staff
George F. Mahl, Ph.D.
Chu Huai Chang
Michael D'Amico
Richard H. Greenspan
Abraham E. Alpert
Arthur R. Clemett
Leonard Cutler
Orlando F. Gabriele
Roy Schafer , Ph.D.
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
Chief of Radiology
Morton M. Kligerman
Attending
Morton M. Kligerman
Alfred J. Kummer
Assistant Attending
Richard B. Harvey
Gilbert S. Melnick
Dorothea R. Peck
Associate
Carl N. Zimet, Ph.D.
Robert M. Lowman
John R. Mitchell
Robert Shapiro
James H. Scatliff
Carl F. vonEssen
Aaron S. Weinstein
Wayne P. Whitcomb
William F. Heidenreich
Barry T. Held
Clinical Assistants
Physician to the Outpatient Department
Ralph J . Littwin
Professional Staff
Sanan Simarak
Franklin Hutchinson, Ph.D.
Chief, University Division
Gustaf E. Lindskog
Vera Page, B.Sc.
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
Chief, Community Division
Courtney C, Bishop
Assistant Chief, Community Division
Max Taffel
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GENERAL SURGERY
Honorarv
Maxwell Lear
Courtney C. Bishop
Max Carter
Louie N. Claiborn
Gervase J. Connor
Eugene J. Fitzpatrick
Donald B. Alderman
Stanley S. Brodoff
Robert A, Chase
Ernest H. Ferrell, Jr.
Alphonse F. Gencarelli
Everett B. Baker
Thomas H. Russell
Consulting
Anthony J. Mendillo
Ralph W. Nichols
Attending
Lewis C Foster
William W. L. Glenn
Mark A. Hayes
Woodrow W. Lindenmuth
Gustaf E. Lindskog
Assistant Attending
Ira S. Goldenberg
Isao Hirata, Jr.
Michael Hume
Samuel A, Jaffe
Associate
Robert K. Houlihan
Richard A. Selzer
Paul Vestal
William Mendelsohn
John C. Mendillo
^Frederick W. Roberts
Donald P. Shedd
Max Taffel
Robert Lowenberg
James B. D. Mark
John P. Riesman
Harold Stern
George L. Wilson
Joseph J. Ventimiglia
Henry N. Blansfield
Joseph B. Cherry
Charles F. Dyer
^Bernard S. Brody
Saul A Frankel
* * deceased
* on leave of absence
Physicians to the Outpatient Department
Paul J. Gerrity, Jr.
Alan Lerrick
James W. Major
Giocchmo S. Parrella
NEUROSURGERY
Chairman of Section
William J. German, University Division
Attending
Lycurgus M. Davey
Assistant Attending
Robert R. McDonnell
Edward R. Smith
Robert J. Williamson
Paul R. Wohlgemuth
William J. German
Franklin Robinson
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OPHTHALMOLOGY
Chairman of Section
Marvin L. Sears, University Division Clement C. Clarke, Community Division
Honorary
Eugene M. Blake
Emeritus
llona K. deSuto-Nagy
Clement C. Clarke
Rocko M. Fasanella
David Freeman
Frederick E. Mott
Carlton C. Phillips
Leonard Flom
William I. Glass
Leon Kaplan
Leo Levieff
Attending
Francis P. Guida
Jacob Nodelman
Marvin L. Sears
Assistant Attending
Andrew S. Wong
Herman C. Little
J. Alexander VanHeuven
Michael E. Vegliante
Frederick A. Wies
Raymond J. Zagraniski
Bernard D. Zuckerman
Physicians to the Outpatient Department
Morton J. Loeb
Augustine L. Cavallaro
William R. Dunleavy
Terry E. Hiltunen
Donald F. Johnston
Louise J. G. Lovekin
Paul J. Ostriker
Harold C. Patterson
ORAL SURGERY
Chairman of Section
Herbert R. Sleeper
Consulting
Attending
Wilbur D. Johnston
William A. Kirschner
Walter S. Langston
William M. Lawrence
John B. Noll
Ernest Rosenthal
Daniel M. Taylor
Stephen Troubalos
Frederick D. Williams
Abraham B. Rosoff
James P. Pigott
Martin A. Rothman
Herbert R. Sleeper
Howard W. Smith
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Assistant Attending
Bernard Levine James A. Piccolo
Milton Lisansky David Stamm
George M. Montano Herman B. Tenin
John B. Weimer
Associate
Samuel C. Rockoff
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Chairman of Section
Wayne O. Southwick, University Division
Honorary
Carl W- Henze
Consulting
Dennis S. O'Connor
Attending
A. David Poverman A. Lewis Shure
Earl J. Rhoades Ned M. Shutkin
Wayne O. Southwick
Assistant Attending
Eugene J. Frechette Willard F. Greenwald Martin L, Sumner
Charles K Skreczko
Associate
Ulrich H. Weil
Physicians to the Outpatient Department
Oscar D. Chrisman George C. Fox Philip L. Staub
Robert J. Kerin
OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY
Chairman of Section
John A. Kirchner, University Division Samuel J„ Silverberg, Community Division
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Salvatore J. Esposito
Newton E Faulkner
PhilipS Gordon
Peter Iaccarino
Alexander L. Bassin
Russell V. Fuldner
William S. Perham
Norton Canfield
John A. Kirchner
Charles Petrillo
Samuel J. Silverberg
Honorary
Frank L. Phillips
Emeritus
Harry L. Berman
Attending
Paul B. Ma cC ready
Assistant Attending
Howard W. Smith
Associate
Lawrence G. Lydon
Physicians to the Outpatient Department
Henry Merriman
Professional Staff
Robert F. Nagel, Ph.D.
UROLOGY
Chairman of Section
Bell M. Harvard, Jr., University Division Robert R. Berneike, Community Division
Consulting
Hyman A, Levin
Attending
Gregory K. Dwyer
Clyde L. Deming Lloyd L. Maurer
Robert R. Berneike
Arnold M. Baskin
John B. Goetsch
Bell M. Harvard, Jr,
Assistant Attending
Harry R. Newman
Elliot S. Brand
Associate
Joseph A. Camilleri
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James F. Glenn
GRACE -NEW HAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
HOUSE STAFF
September 30, 1961
INTERNAL MEDICINE
Resident
James P. Nolan
Assistant Residents
Paul Bornstein
Gerard N, Burrow
Richard A. Cooper
Donald J. Dalessio
Alan S. Dana, Jr.
William P. Edmondson
Thomas F Ferris
Kenneth A. Arndt
Robert S. Briggs
Philip Felig
Stuart Frank
Phillip Gorden
George F. Grady
John A, Goffinet
John P. Hayslett
Francis J, Klocke
Saul J. Landau
Gilbert M.P. Leib
Jack Levin
Interns
Tommy B. Griffin
Walter J. Hierholzer
Robert I. Levy
Maurice G. Marcus
William J. Powell
Norman S. Lichtenstein
Lewis B. Morrow
J. Thomas Okin
John P. Phair
Leon G. Smith
George F. Thornton
Robert M. Vogel
Arnold D. Rubin
Robert B. Salmon
William J. Tate
Stephen M, Wittenberg
James W. Wood
PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
Resident
J. H. Bernard Talbot
Assistant Resident
Krystyna I. Piotrowska
Festus O. Adebonojo
Donald P. Buedendorf
John P. Grausz
Katerina K. Haka
PEDIATRICS
Resident
James H. Williams
Assistant Residents
Victor G. Herring, III
William E. Keiter
R. JohnC. Pearson
(from 9-1-61 to 8-31-62)
Richard H. Rapkm
Melvyn F. Shapiro
Martin W. Sklaire
E. Maurice Wakeman
Harvey I. Wolfe
* Assigned to V, A. Hospital
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Interns
Carl Dubovy
Byron A. Eliashof
John A. Fricker
Gerald Lieberman
Donald L. Rife
Jason G. Silverman
Myron Siner
Carol L. Spiegel
Robert M. Armstrong
Benjamin Bursten
PSYCHIATRY
Associate Residents
(Yale Psychiatric Institute)
David A. Carlson
Margaret L. Garrett
Gilbert E„ Holtzman
Jay Lefer
Sanford J. Schreiber
(Assistant Resident)
Boris M. Astrachan
Mark Conway
Franklin T. Evans
William R. Fisher
Eric Gillett
(In-Patient Service)
Henry G. Jarecki
Assistant Residents
(Psychiatric Out Patient Clinic)
Harry R. Kormos
Darius G. Ornston
(Assistant Resident)
John B. McKee
Marc D. Schwartz
Daniel C. Smith
Sanford P. Solomon
Wolfgang O. Weigert
Nicholas A. Halasz
SURGERY
Residents
General Surgery
Timothy S. Harrison
Cardiovascular
Phillip W. Smith Ronald E. Goelzer
Timothy S. Harrison
Thoracic
Assistant Residents
Phillip W. Smith
Francis A. Beer
Folk^rt O. Belzer
A. Griswold Bevin
Theodore H. Bodner
Raymond K. Bopp
Harry C. Briggs
William J. Bruton
Edward P. Call, Jr.
William J. Callahan
Albert W. Dibbins
M. Michael Eisenberg
George N. Forker
William A. Gryboski
Peter Hutchin
William Kessler
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Parry B. Larsen
Donald R. Laub
Robert A. Merrell
Albert C.W. Montague
Nicholas M. Passarelli
Allan L. Toole
Lucas S. Van Orden
Jules White
Interns
Charles V. Burton
Stephen C. Cary
Ralph J. De Ponte
Christopher F. Durham
John E. Fenn
Norbert Fleisig
Francis J. Dannemiller
Jakub Golds ztejn
George O. Gelinas
Hubert A. Aronson
Eugene R. Rightmyer
Theodore E. Hoffman
Joseph E, Jasaitis
Joshua Miller
Lloyd A. Moriber
John F. Raycroft
Wallace P. Ritchie
ANESTHESIOLOGY
Assistant Residents
JoanC. Harrison
Ethem Y. Kuzucu
Hsing -Cheng Loh
DENTISTRY
Assistant Resident
Aurelio S. Ampig
Interns
NEUROSURGERY
Residents
George L. Becker, Jr.
Assistant Residents
Bruce Trembly
OPHTHALMOLOGY
Residents
Dorothy B. Leib
Assistant Residents
Richard M. Rubinson
Hugh C. Thompson
Theodore L. Waltuch
Leonard J. Weiner
Warren D. Widmann
John R. Woodward
Richard M. Senfield
Robert E. Waugh
Rodolfo Lujan
Martin G. Andersen
Martin G. Andersen
Javier U. Servat
Theodore E. Hoffman Malcolm R. Ing Wichard A. J. VanHeuven
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ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
Hubert B. Bradburn
Louis A. Corvese
Idalmo G. Duarte
Paul S. Norman
John S. Evans
Peter Demir
Richard P. Lena
Stuart J. Abrahams
Joel A. Berman
Carl M. Cassin
Edwin L. Child
Residents
Assistant Residents
A. John Elliot
OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Resident
Assistant Residents
*James M. Ozenberger
UROLOGY
Residents
Assistant Residents
OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Residents
Lowell E. Olson
Stewart Stringfellow
Assistant Residents
Peter A. Goodhue
Ferenc Husvet
Arthur J. Kavanagh
Melvin B. Laubstein
RADIOLOGY
Resident
M. Peter Scibetta
Donald S. Dworken
Kristaps J. Keggi
James M. Ozenberger
Khaled S. Tawashy
Richard C. Rhame
Bernardo Lederman
George E. Vazakas
John S, Mutterperl
Seymour R. Stall
Walter O. Vom Lehn
John P. Wood
* Assigned to V. A. Hospital 43-
Assistant Residents
Gwendolyn L. Barrington
John A. Creatura
Samuel Hellman
George M. Lawson
Richard M, Klein
Peter M. Molloy
Allan W. Newcomb
Fred M. Palace
Howard J. Ricketts
Teviah J. Turkat
Lawrence H. Zingesser
Martin R. Krigman
Colin M. Bloor
Edwin M. Clayton
John L. Cornog, Jr.
PATHOLOGY
Residents
William W. Schlaepfer
Assistant Residents
Gerald B, Gordon
W. Keith Hadley
L. Edgar Lee
Thomas L. Lincoln
Gilbert B. Solitare
Jane F. Pascale
Arlington R. Pond
David W. E. Smith
John B. Stadler
Interns
James C. Branch
Brian S. Bull
Albert H. Gelderman
Don V. Hellerman
Jacques Lamarche
Leonard R. Miller
Roland D. Paegle
Ian D. Stuard
John U. Weil
Richard K. Wertz
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Clinical Fellows
September 30, 1961
DEPARTMENT OF ANESTHESIOLOGY
Frances J. Mackay Kurt F. Schmidt Robert L. Willenkin
DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL LABORATORIES
Bernard Kramer Herbert Polesky
Yasuo Takenaka
Alfred Zettner
Peter D. Alden
Vincent A. T. Andriole
Jalal Bamshad
Irwin M. Braverman
H. Bruce Denson
Morris Gregory Dillard
Donald Dorencamp
Robert G. Feldman
Martin E , Fink
Alexander F. Goley
Alvin I. Goodman
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
Donald P. Granger
Carl H. Gunderson
Don C. Higgins
George Koutras
Arthur B. Landry, Jr.
Robert A. Levine
A. Manitius
William J. McEntee
Sanford M. Mossberg
Albert L. Muggia
Chase N. Peterson
E. T. Phillips
Gillies Pigeon
Jonathan Pincus
James Prichard
Bernard M. Rosof
Richard J. Schain
Robert L. Scheig
Edward S. Scherr
Lisa A. Steiner
Allan H, Toffler
Daniel H. Winship
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
John A. Board Diane E. VanOrden
Harold Boverman
Alan T. Cahill
Norman J. Cohen
Thomas H. Gardner
Katherine H. Holloran
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
Seymour L. Handler
Shu-mai Kuo
Martha F. Leonard
Mehdi Mahdavy
Mary McGarry
Osvaldo N. Re
Martin Reisman
Deanne F. York
Vladimir M. Zalar
Victor E. Cornett
(Thoracic)
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
Andrew J. Graham
(Cardiovascular)
Sidney Levitsky
(Cardiovascular)
Neurosurgery
Paul V. Slater
(Oncology)
Alvin D. Greenberg Mark D. Marshall
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Otolaryngology
Raymond A. Gaito
Urology
Peter Demir Bernardo Lederman
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
Julian H. Capps Florencio A. Hipona
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GRACE -NEW HAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF NURSING
September 30th, 1961
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Director
Caroline Falls
Marion Barnette
Anna E. Ryle
Associate Directors
Dorothy MacLennan
Assistant Directors
Elizabeth Childs
Shirley Parkhill
CLINICAL SERVICES
MEDICINE AND SURGERY
Elizabeth Wilkinson
Evelyn Sturmer
Ann Alpert
Elizabeth Arnold
Catherine Bavolack
Mary Beers
Irene Carroll
Helen Chuan
Louella Barker
Elizabeth Clarke
Laurel Cohen
Mary Diamonte
Barbara Dobie
Maura Donahue
Martha Donelson
Geraldme Flaherty
Supervisors
Janice Hammer
Mildred Hollis
Mary Levin
Ruth Link
Elizabeth Mott
Josephine Pecoraro
Head Nurses
Katherine Flanagan
Elizabeth Fowler
Margaret George
Emily Hawes
Shirley Langan
Joan Lewis
Rhoda Marnon
Judith Moravek
Irene Nelson
Jean Rosadini
Eleanor Swanson
Doris Thorpe
Jennie Wajnowski
Lijole Zidonis
Rita Zywno
Eileen Oakley
Marjorie O'Donnell
Joycelyn Sked
Emma Stanio
Elizabeth Swanson
Myrtle Swanson
Estelle Thorpe
Doris Wellenkamp
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CHILDREN
Theresa Dennehy
Patsy Capps
Amelia Her son
Angelina Bango
Edna L'Heureux
Jean Burz
Frances Grindell
Supervisors
Edith Olson
Head Nurses
Susan Gentleman
OBSTETRICS
Supervisors
Helen Kelly
Head Nurses
Nathalie Lachapelle
OPERATING ROOMS
Jane Stana
Margaret Goekler
Carol Houlihan
Elizabeth McGarry
Jacqueline Sills
Dorothy Kelly
Frances Stoll
Luba Dowling
Joan Cooley
Dorothy Cowan
Supervisors
In-Service Instructor
Conella Chagares
Head Nurses
Marie Denegre
Phyllis Fuller
Margaret Ollerman
PSYCHIATRY
Supervisor
Christine Ferriter
Head Nurse
Florence Osborne
Jane Stewart
Gladys Prendergast
Marilyn Romano
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PERSONNEL HEALTH SERVICE
Nancy Barrett
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Mildred Richardson
CENTRAL SUPPLY AND CENTRAL AIDE SERVICE
Gertrude Sanborn Clara Wheeler
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Mary Joanne Bilchek
Joanne Connor
Charlotte Gray
Shirley Gruber
GRACE -NEW HAVEN SCHOOL OF NURSING
September 30, 1961
Director
Anna E. Ryle
Associate Director
Marie U, Archibald
Assistant Director
Martha Boisvert
Instructional Staff
Fundamentals of Nursing and
Medical and Surgical Nursing
Eleanor Guerrera
Joan Levitin
Barbara Nyzio
Dietetics
Barbara Franklin
Patricia Ryan
Katherine Sinicrope
Mary Sokol
Ellen Wells
Mary Danaher
Psychology and Sociology
Robert J. Dowd
Operating Room
Rosalinde Merrell
Maternity Nursing
Barbara Gilliland
Nursing Care of Children
Cynthia Moller
Out-Patient Clinics and Emergency Service
Dorothy Taylor
Senior Psychiatric Nursing
Christine Ferriter
Residence Supervisor
Marie Barcus
Marion Weinberger
Library Staff
Ruth Greenwood
Florence Stevens
50.
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE PROGRAM
September 30, 1961
Licensed Practical Nurse Program State Department of Education
Supervisor
Marie Lescoe
Nursing Instructor
Joan Augustine
Licensed Practical Nurse Program Grace -New Haven Community Hospital
Assistant Director
Kathleen Barrett
Assistant Supervisors
Julienne Ducsay Annie Goldstein
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT SCHOOL OF NURSING
SEPTEMBER 30, 1961
Dean
Carolyn L. Widmer
Clinical Co-ordinator
Elaine Raymond
Clinical Instructors
Fundamentals of Nursing and
Medical and Surgical Nursing
Maxine Bloor Anne McGuigan
Mary Ann Durocher Eugenia Motock
Nursing Care of Children
Marian Cahill
Maternity Nursing
Kate Hyder
Mental Health Nursing
Mary Gushee
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YALE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING
September 30, 1961
Dean - School of Nursing
Associate Professor - Psychiatric Nursing
Florence Wald
Associate Professor - Obstetric Nursing
Ernestine Wiedenbach
Assistant Professor of Public Health Nursing
Lucy H. Conant
Assistant Professor, Methods of Research in Nursing and Sociology
Robert Leonard
Instructor in Mental Health and Psychiatric Nursing
Mary Dye Ruth Elder
Instructor in Obstetric Nursing
Joyce Cameron
Research Associate in Nursing
Virginia A. Henderson
Research Assistant in Nursing
Elizabeth Sharp Rhetaugh Dumas
Registrar of the School of Nursing
Antoinette H. Daniels
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